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Graduate students discuss 
lack of community 
Q: From w at you have experienced, is 
Clemson doing enough to support their 
aduate students and the programs in which 
they are enrolled? 
A: The OemsonEnglish Department does 
a really nice job making sure we are well 
taken care of. Unfortunately, Oemson doesn't 
really care about the humanities. PEGS (the 
group that grants conference and travel 
money) has their deadlines for proposals set 
well in advance of when typical humanities 
conference abstracts are due. This means we 
can't really be considered for grant money. At 
· es it seems like we're kind of thrown to the 
side just because of our program of study." Organization of the Week:Madison Johnson, first year graduate student 
Jordan Byrne is very different from that During a time in Mock Turtle SoupAsst. News Editor of undergraduates. Far which the University is 
less programming exists at just breaking into the Top Galen Hamrick known as "Clemson lmprov of men and women always 
With 17,000 Clemson University to help 20 rankings for public Contributor Comedy" and colloquially looking to have a good time 
undergraduates relative connect graduate students schools, graduate students called Mock Turtle Soup. and working our hardest to 
to 4,500 graduate outside the classroom and also feel their importance Mock Turtle Soup is ensure that our fans do as well. 
students, Clemson the meeting folks outside as it pertains to the Clemson University's only TTN: What are the goals 
University is primarily an of your academic discipline University and want it to be improv comedy ensemble. of your members? What TIN: What expectations do 
undergraduate institution. is challenging." properly recognized. Their performances, which does your group hope to you set for your perfonners? 
Undergraduate Both Lucas and "If you really want occur on the last Friday ofeach accomplish? 
programs and clubs connect Heil cite a lack of dining to develop to be a top month, feature long form and MTS: To give each 
students outside the options, concert venues and research institution and be short form comedy routines MTS: Ultimately, we just performance everything they 
classroom; Greek life and engagement opportunities consistent about it then fueled by jokes made up on want to present the student have, to be the best Turtle 
other organizations offer for young professionals you need to bring in the spot. They encourage the body and all of our fans with they can be and to give our 
events, concerts and many as issues older students top grads, you need to community to come and see high quality short form and audience a show to remember. 
opportunities for outlets tend to face in Clemson. attract them, you need what all the fuss is about this long form improv and maybe 
outside of academia. Students also struggle with to attract top professors," Friday, March 27, at 8 p.m. in hear a few laughs along the TIN: What is the most 
Yet for graduate rental properties, legal aid said Lucas. Lee Hall (room 111). way. We also hope · to build rewarding aspect of doing 
students, who may age issues, and o~erall, a busy, Yet, there is certainly our comedic repertoire by improvisational comedy? 
anywhere from their early intense period in life as they hope for the future and the The Tiger News: Tell me a sending our members to 
20s to early 30s, goals, function in the capacity of development of graduate little about the history of shows and workshops MTS: It's an experience unlike 
ideas and life can be both students and teachers. programs here at Clemson. Mock Turtle Soup. in Atlanta and Chicago any other, and there really is 
quite different. GSG is looking to offset As Heil points out, a so that they can learn no comparison to being part 
As Graduate Student these challenges by providing number of school officials Mock Turtle Soup: It all from professionals. of something as special as 
Government (GSG) Chief of assistance directly to are dedicated to the growth kicked off in 2002 when MTS. The feedback from the 
Staff Michael Lucas said, "I students, specifically citing of graduate academia. Bryan Buckley and Katie TTN: Describe a fans is incredible, but working 
mean house parties are fun, improved legal aid services, "For too long graduate Jones banded together to typical member of your with these guys and girls and 
but they're just not as fun transportation methods students have been form Clemson's first-ever organization. meeting all manner of people 
when you're older. Clemson and communication. considered apart from improvisational comedy is what makes it truly one of 
as a town in_and of itself is Lucas said, "We're the Clemson experience troupe, which is officially MTS: We're a merry band a kind. 
really small and it doesn't trying to focus on Graduate rather than a part of the 
offer the natural amenities Student Government as Clemson experience," Heil 
that you're looking for if not just a policy making said, "That said, President 
you're a 25 to 30-year-old entity but also as an entity Clements and Dr. Jones' 
or even older. That can be that does a good, efficient commitment to enhancing 
. " an issue. job of communicating graduate education and 
GSG President Ryan what's available for legal aid research on this campus, a 
Heil said that life afrer service, what's available for part of the 2020 Forward 
undergraduate work tends roommates, what's available plan is quite refreshing, but 
to change. in the area, what are good I think everybody realizes 
Heil said, "Life for places to go. So being a source that we have a long way 
graduate students in Clemson of information." to go." 
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Authors and students enjoying the book fair at Clemson's 7th annual Literary Festival. 
Kelsey Morgan "I had been doing a reading headliner is [Pulitzer Prize don't want to go to graduate authors and editors coming a book and who has been 
News Editor series ... where I would bring winner] Adam Johnson this school, you don't want to into town that they could through an MFA program and 
in professional authors and year ... So we're really excited get a Ph.D., you're worried get advice from and who been through undergraduate 
The eighth annual have them read with students about it." that there aren't a lot of jobs they can actually meet and creative writing programs and 
Clemson Literary Festival downtown at bars and . .. So Bowen said the students in academia, then [ event contact - hopefully - later kind of see what the future 
will kick off Wednesday when she called me to talk in the Creative Inquiry are planning] is the kind of down the road." can hold for someone with an 
" beginning with a reading about what ideas I had I said, the ones who choose which thing that you could go Among other events . . . mterest m It. 
by Sara Majka of A Public 'Well, why don't we start a authors are invited each into. Festivals like this are there will be an editing and Morris said he is most 
Space and Jon Sealy of Hub literary festival?'" year: "That's kind of the best sprouting up all around publishing panel, a young excited for the opportunity to 
City Press at 4:30 p.m. at The event began as part for us as students in a the country." writers workshop with over a introduce Clemson and the 
Loose Change. a Creative Inquiry so that creative inquiry ... at the end Further, Morris said, hundred high school students community to contemporary 
Co-founder and this students could have the of the semester we rank [ the "If they're interested in and festival authors, several literature that most will not 
year's co-director of the opportunity work on the authors and works] we've read doing things with an arts readings, a literary trivia study in English classes: "This 
Literary Fest, Keith Morris, event and to learn what - our top five fiction and organization or non-profits, night and a reading and is stuff right now. This is the 
said of the event's history, goes into planning a literary our top five poetry .. . and that kind of thing, this Q&A with headliner stuff that is happening in 
"Basically the dean at that festival. Student director and we reach out to our to three would be the best chance Adam Johnson. literature in the United States 
time was asking for ideas from senior English writing and usually first." for them to get a chance to Bowen said she is most right now. These are the 
the faculty to do more kind of publications studies major, Morris said that he learn that. Anybody who is excited to talk to people who people that have the newest 
'town and gown' community Lily Bowen said, "We have thinks getting involved with interest in going into editing, are established in her field of books and are the best writers 
stuff, things that gave the over 17 events, usually we the event is a great way to publishing, wants to be an interest and get any advice out there and they're coming 
[College of Architecture, Arts have about five authors from explore a non-traditional agent, wants to be a writer, they may have for her.:"I to Clemson and people have 
and Humanities] a little bit of fiction and five authors from career path for art and wants to go to graduate think it's really cool to talk to the chance to go see them and 
a higher profile," Morris said. poetry and a headliner - the humanities majors: "If you school, we've got all these someone who has published meet them." 
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Associate Editor 
Unlike Anna Blake's 
love for fiction, I prefer 
poetry, especially the works 
of Ross Gay. He has written 
several poetry books such as 
"Against Which," "Bringing 
the Shovel Down," and, 
most recently, "Catalog of 
Unabashed Gratitude." Much 
to my adoration, Gay will 
be here on Thursday for 
the Literary Festival, and he 
will do a reading at 356 on 
Friday (insert promo here -
check him out!). Luckily, the 
Lit Festival will have a wide 
variety of authors and poets, 
so there is a little something 
for everyone. 
While each of Gay's 
poetry books has a cohesive 
and important theme, my 
favorite book is most definitely 
"Bringing the Shovel Down" 
because ofits powerful message 
delivered in a timely manner. 
Gay tackles major issues of race 
and political consciousness 
that America currently faces 
without making us feel overly 
guilty or insubordinate. 
Instead, his poetry causes us 
to really think and empathize 
with the speaker at times. The 
best part about "Bringing the 
Shovel Down," however, is 
that anyone - regardless of 
race, gender or orientation -
can connect with it in some 
way. 
Several of Gay's poems 
cause us to really think 
about how the U.S. culture 
operates, while still dealing 
with common feelings of 
love and hate. My favorite 
example of this is Gay's poem, 
"Love, I'm Done with You." 
Rather than remaining in a 
state of submission, enough is 
enough in this poem. The first 
lines begin with a rhetorical 
question that balances reality 
and simile - "Ever wake 
up with your footie PJs 
warming / your neck like a 
noose?" Beginning with footie 
pajamas, which are supposedly 
warm and comforting, is a 
nice and much more pleasant 
offset to the feeling of being 
entrapped by the disconcerting 
imagery of a noose, which 
chokes and kills. The noose 
is also an important U.S. 
symbol, reminding the readers 
of the thousands of African 
Americans hung to death by 
such a torture device. 
The entire poem 
demonstrates the 
disillusionment that comes 
when the "love" is shattered 
and nothing is left but bitter 
resentment. Possibly the most 
harrowing lines of the poem 
happen when the speaker, 
in parentheses, says "(Sing! 
You'd say: and I was a bird. 
/ Freedom! You'd say: and I 
never really knew what that 
meant, / but liked the way 
it rang like a rusty bell)." 
Freedom in America is an 
elusive term - what does it 
truly mean, are we truly free? 
The speaker is troubled with 
tropes of freedom, as it is still 
not a reality for all Americans 
who still experience prejudice 
and discrimination. The rusty 
bell is likely an illusion to the 
Liberty Bell, which hangs in 
Pennsylvania, Gay's home 
state. The Liberty Bell is an 
American symbol for freedom 
that is now cracked and rusted. 
This rhetorical device does not 
force us to feel or think in 
any particular way, but rather 
it causes us to question the 
current state of our nation 
- how to we overcome such 
I back u 
tough issues of race when 
there is still so much hate 
and violence surrounding us? 
This maneuver makes Gay's 
poetry much more intense and 
insightful. 
Towards the end of the 
poem, the lines "From inside 
your house shines / and shines, 
but from outside you can see 
/ it's built from bones" were 
particularly distressing for 
me. On the surface, it struck 
me as the disillusionment that 
follows when love is gone. 
The once beauty the reader 
saw no longer has the same 
allure. It also reminded me 
of the fas;ade of a particularly 
noteworthy building on 
Clemson's campus - Tillman 
Hall. Tillman Hall stands as a 
symbol for Clemson's campus, 
as it is plastered on billboards 
and brochures. However, this 
symbol hides a hidden past of 
slavery and bigotry. The bricks 
used were shaped by the hands 
of slaves, a similar parallel to 
the bricks mentioned in Gay's 
poem: "Love, you helped 
design the brick / that built 
the walls around the castle / of 
which is a vault." The last lines 
bring us back to the reality 
of shattered love - "And 
besides, I your breath stinks. 
We're through." With this 
conclusion, the poem becomes 
personable again. Gay's poetry 
thus demonstrates a haunting 
reality tormented with large 
questions of a broken nation. 
Each ofGay's poems has a 
way for us to connect and find 
our own meaning. I cannot 
wait to hear him read some of 
his recent work. I imagine him 
drinking his vegan smoothie 
and reading powerful poems 
preaching of peace, love and 
equality. 
■ 
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In preparation of Clemson's 8th Annual Literary Festival, I have been doing my best to read 
the work of as many of the writers as possible. While a number of talented poets are reading at the 
festival, I gravitate more towards fiction, and to meet this exceptional group of novelists is beyond 
exciting (insert geeky squeal here). However, ifyou are not familiar with the list ofauthors assembled 
for the Lit Fest, rest assured that there will be something and someone and some writing style for 
everyone. Catch one reading, or attend them all. Below are just a few works from three authors who 
will be reading, each vastly different and absolutely worth reading. 
' h h I've ever read, full of twists and 
. Not moments that will continue to 
only is Johnson this year's haunt you. 
headliner, he is a Pulitzer \'.o 
Prize winner and a professor 
at Stanford. I'll admit that a_., Comprised 
I'm a bit biased here - "The of eight short stories, Evans 
Orphan Master's Son" is one has created a book that feels 
of my all-time favorite novels. both very familiar and very 
It's dark and disturbing and necessary. Unlike Johnson's 
horribly sad. But, there is novel, these stories aren't 
just the right amount of hope jaw-dropping in their almost 
thrown in so chat it never other-worldly quality, yet 
becomes too heavy, though it there is no arguing the power 
does continuously toe the line. Evans brings to her work. 
The book tells the story of the Centered around the fictional 
North Korean non-orphan Jun experiences of African­
Do, as he struggles to survive American and mixed-race 
in one most unbelievably young women and men, her 
harsh environment. Johnson's stories are incredibly readable 
portrayal of North Korea and accessible. I sat down to 
begs the question, how does the first story and didn't get 
he know so much about a up until I had finished it, an 
country with so many secrets? enormous feat for a person 
If you can handle the heft with such a short attention 
of the plot of "The Orphan span. No matter your race, 
Master's Son," you won't be no matter your background, 
disappointed. It's fascinating, there is something very human 
shocking and beautifully about her stories. They are 
written, so unlike anything riveting, her characters broken 
BY ANNA BLAKE KEELEY 
and whole all at once - like 
-t 
all of us. 
-,, 
a This book is one of 
Wallace's first, so I doubt this 
is what he'll read from for us, 
but it's one of his best. From 
what I can tell based on this 
novel, Wallace pretty much 
rocks. "Big Fish" is so weird 
and so fun. The novel tells 
the story of Edward Bloom's 
beyond exceptional life and 
completely ordinary death ... 
only to reveal that perhaps 
he's not dying afrer all. I 
won't ruin the final pages, 
but there's no way to read this 
book without appreciating 
Wallace's imagination and 
humor. It's very different 
than anything Johnson might 
put on the table, but there is 
truth to be found in Wallace's 
bizarre magic. Ifyou like your 
literature to not rake itself too 
seriously, to weave fantastical 
tales of giant fish and heroic 
deeds, Daniel Wallace is 
worth reading. 
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Daniel Wallace, 
author of "Big Fish" 
(1998) 
Betsy Teter, 
executive director of 
the Hub City Writers 
Project 
c. L. Dallat, author 
of "Morning Star'' 
and 'The Year of Not 
Dancing" 
Jillian Weise, Brock Clarke, 
author of "The Book author of "The 
. Brigid Hughes, Adam Johnson, of Goodbyes" 
Sara Majka, published founding editor of "A author of 'The Orphan Happiest People in 
author in 'The . ,, Public Space" Master's Son" ____ the World" 
Massachusetts Review 
and "Guernica" 
Victoria Chang, 
author of 'The Boss" 
Ross Gay, author 
of "Catalogue of 
unabashed Gratitude" 
Anne-Marie Fyfe, author 
of "Understudies: New 
and Selected Poems" 
Danielle Evans, 
author of "Before You 
Suffocate Your Own 
Fool Self" 
Ben George, senior 
editor at Little, Brown 
Co. 
Jeff Parker, author of 
"Oven man" 
Lauren Berry, author 
of "The Lifting Dress" 
Julie Carr, author 
of "100 Notes on 
Violence" 
Jon Sealy, 
author of "The 
Whiskey Baron" 
.I, 
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environmental 
games or meets - they are 
constantly on the go. Yes, 
their merchandise makessRaceTogether
money. Yes, they risk injury in 
D 
Victor Liao 
Columnist 
he Sustainability 
Teach-In is 
an annual 
event that explores the 
social, economic and 
environmental pillars 
of sustainability. The 
Teach-In will feature 
speakers who are experts 
in fields related to these 
three pillars, and it will 
share how sustainability 
is integral to our lives in 
Clemson and around the 
Rowan Lynam 
Columnist 
S tarbucks has always been a socially­
minded company, 
making decisions to protect 
minority employees from 
discrimination, send 
employees to college, 
remove restrictions for 
body art and even allowing 
politics to influence 
where their brand is 
represented (Read: Not 
in Israel). Recently, the 
company has taken this 
social consciousness to 
its customers, with a 
campaign designed to 
instigate a conversation on 
racial relations in America. 
Baristas who want to take 
part, and who aren't too 
harried in the morning rush, 
write "#RaceTogether" on 
the side of the cup along 
with the customer's name. 
It's not about an 
upcoming marathon, 
despite what under-
caffeinated businessmen 
might think. It's actually 
the first part of CEO 
Howard Schultz's plan to 
Bl • MARCH 24, 2015 
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r 
Remy Barnwell 
Columnist 
ay the boys! The 
student-athletes earn 
world. The speakers this 
year will cover a range of 
topics including carbon 
emissions tracking, 
zero-impact housing, 
social responsibility, 
environmental 
economics, abandoned 
bike refurbishment, 
organic farming and the 
health effects of uranium 
mining on the people of 
the Navajo Nation. 
The Teach-In 
gives participants the 
opportunity to ask the 
speakers questions and 
bring the conversation 
about race and diversity to 
the millions of Starbucks 
consumers. Though the 
#Race Together mmanve 
has just ended, Starbucks 
reps have made it clear that 
the overall campaign is 
not over. 
So far, the initiative 
has gotten kickback on 
social media with the 
general message being "I'm 
here for my coffee, not 
your opinion." While I 
don't think this campaign 
is effective so far, I do think 
that Starbucks has the right 
idea in doing it. 
The thing about a 
national conversation on 
race is that most of us don't 
want to have one. With 
Ferguson still in the news, 
the national sentiment 
surrounding race relations 
is that it's time to pack the 
~ubject away and just try to 
move on. But that isn't how 
things change and the issue 
has certainly not been laid 
to rest. 
A national discussion 
has been occurring; the 
problem is making sure it 
to discuss the topics 
with other audience 
members during 
speaker transitions and 
intermission. Come 
join us for a mind­
opening event and find 
out how each of us can 
do our part to live 
sustainably for our 
future generations. 
Refreshments will be 
available and the first 100 
participants will receive 
a sustainability gift bag! 
You can register online 
at http://bit.ly/laJRoat. 
continues. Young people, 
with access to social media, 
have made it clear that 
race relations and diversity 
are things they care about 
and not things they plan 
to drop. While Starbucks' 
campaign has lead to the 
clever renaming of drinks, 
like M:i,lcolm X-presso and 
Roast-a Parks, the company 
sharing an opinion hasn't 
made a discernable 
difference in the national 
discourse. Because people 
care about this issue and 
the national momentum 
has not faded since the 
Michael Brown controversy 
this past August, Starbucks' 
involvement is less of a 
necessity and more of a 
s 
• • 
that she believes that black: 
A Bloomsburg University 
baseball player. is kicked off 
the team after. he made an 
inapproRriate tweet towards 
Little League Rlayer. Mo'ne 
Davis. 
feminist movement. 
Po~ F.rancis will have luncti 
with gay and transgender. 
Rrison inmates in NaRles. 
political move. 
Ultimately, the issue 
isn't one to be degraded 
by a hugely popular 
company's publicity 
stunt. #Race Together 
isn't going to prompt a 
national discussion; it's 
going to continue to 
generate publicity for 
Starbucks, which seems to 
be a goal the company is 
content with. 
o Tree Pollen o 
o weed Pollen 
o Plant Pollen • 
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students first. If they wish to 
be paid, get a job. If we are 
going to pay student-athletes 
for the revenue they bring to 
the university; then we should 
also pay top performing 
students. Some people make 
the argument that student­
athletes could hurt themselves 
and lose their scholarships, 
which would make them 
unable to attend college, so 
they should receive money to 
pay for possible medical bills 
or tuition bills. Non-student­
athletes could also injure 
themselves or get sick and 
no longer be able to attend 
college. Non-student-athletes 
could lose their scholarships 
from a plummeting GPA. 
These are problems that 
all students face, and I do 
not believe that student­
athletes should be treated 
any differently. 
If you want to pay them, 
fine, but don't pay them in 
addition to a full scholarship 
or a sports scholarship at all. 
Why allow some students 
to have their cake and eat 
it too, while some students 
don't receive scholarships and 
may not have jobs, making 
them struggle to afford class or 
even eat? 
Students-athletes already 
receive celebrity treatment and 
larger than life recognition 
while getting an education for 
free or damn near it. There 
is no argument that you can 
present to me that will change 
my mind about this topic. I 
think that the request to pay 
student athletes is much like 
beggars being choosers. You 
play the sport you love, you 
get an education for free, you 
travel with your team, receive a 
great deal offree merchandise, 
benefit from free healthcare 
and have tutors provided for 
you to help you stay on top 
of your work. I'm not 
attending your pity parties, so 
stop sending me invitations. 
Pipe down. 
Great News tor 
Alleruv Sufferers 
Trinity Allergy Relief & Wellness Center, LLC. 
TrinityAllergyReleif.com 
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so much money for 
the school they deserve some 
ofit! 
With March Madness 
in full swing, this is a topic 
that has made its way back to 
the surface. March Madness 
brings in an estimated $1 
million in ads alone, and a 
good deal of people feel like 
the players should benefit 
from this revenue. 
Often times, people 
overlook the purpose of 
college. No matter how great 
a student-athlete is, we must 
remember that he or she is 
a student first. While it is 
undoubtedly unfair that the 
NCAA reaps financial benefit 
from student-athletes, it is no 
secret. Student-athletes that 
commit to NCAA sanctioned 
sports know what they are 
getting into. 
Student-athletes do have 
hectic schedules, no doubt 
about that. From weights, 
to treatment, to practice, to 
their games and practices, but 
this is a risk that the athletes 
are aware of. Student-athletes 
are paid - they are paid in 
merchandise, they are paid 
in tutoring sessions, they are 
paid in notoriety, they are 
paid in the networks they 
gain and, most importantly, 
they are paid in education. 
Education is something 
that I value greatly and 
something that I feel is often 
undervalued in America. 
A degree is something that 
cannot be taken. A degree 
is a luxury that most people 
cannot afford or even fathom 
attaining. Student-athletes 
are paid. 
Student-athletes are 
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Baseball wins exciting series in Blacksburg 
Matthew Crownover 
(No. 44) was named ACC 
Pitcher-of-the-Week. 
Andrew Wheaton 
Contributor 
The Clemson baseball 
team won their series against 
Virginia Tech this weekend 
in a series rhat did not lack 
fireworks. The series in 
Blacksburg, Virginia featured 
two extra inning games and 
a record setting explosion of 
offense from the Tigers. After 
winning the first two games 
at Engli9h Field, the Tigers 
fell to the Hokies Sunday, but 
still won the series 2-1. 
Friday's game featured 
a fantastic pitching battle 
between Clemson's Matthew 
Crownover and Virginia 
Tech's Sean Keselica. Both 
pitchers threw scoreless gems 
through the eighth inning, 
with Crownover racking up 
seven strikeouts and no walks 
through 8.1 innings. 
The contest went 
scoreless into rhe Clemson 
half of the I 0th inning where 
a slew of walks loaded the 
bases for oncoming batter 
Chris Okey. ln dramatic 
fashion, with two outs, Okey 
blasted a grand slam to give 
the Tigers a 4-0 lead, which 
they would not surrender. 
Sophomore reliever Drew 
Moyer (1-0) received the 
win in the I0th and Virginia 
Tech's Luke Scherzer got 
the loss. 
The momentum of 
Friday's nail biter surely 
carried over into Saturday 
afternoon's matchup with the 
Hokies, as Clemson scored 12 
runs in the first four innings 
and were able to handle an 
offensive surge from the 
Hokies. Every player in the 
Clemson lineup crossed home 
plate in the first four innings, 
and the Tigers finished the 
game with a season high 15 
runs in their 15-8 victory. 
The 15 run total was the 
most ever against Virginia 
Tech for the Tigers, and the 
21 hits was the most since 
2011. Redshirt freshman 
Reed Rohlman led the way 
for the Tigers, going 3-for-4 
with two doubles, four RBIs, 
three runs and a stolen base. 
Redshirt freshman Glenn 
Baston and freshman Chase 
Pinder also added their first 
career home runs to help the 
Tigers get the win Saturday. 
Clemson pitcher Brody 
Koerner (3-2) pitched 5.0 
innings and received the win 
for the Tigers. 
After locking up the 
series on Saturday, the Tigers 
and Hokies squared off for 
the last game of the series on 
Sunday afternoon at English 
Field. Clemson jumped out 
to an early lead, scoring three 
runs in the first inning and 
looked to put the Hokies 
away early just as they did 
on Saturday. 
However, the Hokies 
clawed back and tied the 
game in the eighth inning. 
The Tigers then hoped to 
get another extra inning win 
as they did Friday, but were 
unable to prevail, as the 
Hokies won the game 4-3 
in the 12th inning on a walk 
off fielder's choice by Rahiem 
Cooper. Tyler Krieger 
extended his hitting streak to 
IO games, and the Tigers had 
their chances in extra frames, 
but left seven runners on base 
and six in scoring position. 
Virginia Tech's Chris 
Monaco (I-0) got the win 
and Clemson's Clare Schmidt 
(0-1) received the loss. 
The weekend series 
in Blacksburg brought the 
Tigers overall record to 11-
11 and 4-5 in ACC play. 
The Hokies move to 12-
12, 5-4 in the ACC. The 
Tigers next series begins 
Tuesday on the road in 
Cullowhee, North Carolina 
as they take on the Western 
Carolina Catamounts. 
THE MADNESS IS MARCHING STRONG 
Henry Hutton press conference. Wherher one upsets would calm down a night from mid-major powers seeds. Louisville came · rhe who defeated fellow underdog 
believes rhe play-in games are bit, but rhe games remained to round out rhe first full day. closest to losing as they escaped UAB) from rhe second roundColumnist just a money-making ploy from very entertaining to say rhe Friday, alrhough it on a controversial play on what was soundly defeated, leaving 
For most, rhe NCAA rhe NCAA or not, rhey were a least. UCLA beat Sourhern contained plenty ofentertaining appeared to be an intentional only traditional powers in the 
Tournament did not start until true indication of the mayhem Methodist University in a 60- games, was significantly less foul attempt on tl1e Cardinals next round. 
Thursday around noon as Notre that was sure to ensue. 59 back and mad as only rhat was let go, allowing rhem As rhe Sweet 16 opens 
Dame opened the tournament Right on cue, in rhe second forth contest •• one of rhe 16 to run out rhe clock and hold on Thursday, KentuckyWHETHER ONE
wirh a hard fought win over game of rhe day, No. I 4 seed wirh a finish games played on 57-55 over UC Irvine. remains the hands down 
Norrheastern. However, rhe UAB came from behind in the too . crazy and BELIEVES THE was won by Luckily for fans of chaos, favorite and has yet to be 
"madness" rhat has come to final minutes to knock offNo. 3 controversial rhe lower seed. the upsets came back in full force truly challenged even moughPLAY-IN GAMES
characterize March started two seed Iowa State by a single point. to honestly Dayton, the in rhe third round wirh rhree of Cincinnati kept up in me 
days earlier when Ole Miss If rhat was not enough, rhe very do justice in ARE JUST AMONEY­ lone upset and the nation's best teams falling. first half on Saturday. Duke, 
erased a 17-point halftime deficit next game, which also featured this article. final game The first and most significant believed to be the Wildcats'MAKING PLOY FROMagainst BYU in a thrilling 94-90 a No. 3 v. No. 14 matchup, Ohio State of rhe day, came Saturday night when NC biggest mreat, also looked 
victory to highlight rhe First saw a Georgia State team, and Cincinnati THE NCAA OR NOT, thoroughly State, who was fortunate to even good as they dominated their 
Four. Other notes from rhe first which only scored 38 points in also won nail b e a t escape their first game, defeated compennon. Other leadingTHEY WERE ATRUEround included a Robert Morris its conference championship biting overtime Providence, top seeded Villanova in a closely contenders such as Wisconsin, 
University victory against North game, upset anorher one of rhe contests against INDICATION OF THE which started contested battle to become rhe Gonzaga and Notre Dame 
Florida and a thrilling game in Big 12's finest in Baylor. The slightly higher rhe season second highest seed to advance will receive stiff tests and willMAYHEM THAT WASwhich Dayton escaped Boise two early defeats would signify seeds in VCU suong but had to rhe Sweet 16. On Sunday, have to prove their worm as 
State in rheir home arena, rhe start of a disappointing day and Purdue, multiple No. 2 seeds went down championship candidates. SURE TO ENSUE. '' limped into the 
and rhe Hampton head coach for rhe conference rhat many respectively, tournament. as Virginia rhen Kansas lost to Even as the best squads 
answering an alleged call from believed had the best teams top to round out to rhe afrernoon Several teams such as Maryland, No. 7 seeds Michigan State start to truly emerge, the 
Jesus (obliviously talking into to bottom, as only rhree of rhe sessions. Orher highly seeded Louisville and West Virginia and Wichita State respectively. Sweet I 6 and Elite 8 are 
rhe phone backwards) when seven teams from rhe Big 12 teams such as North Carolina, were forced to fight for their Despite rhe upsets, every sure to be filled with 
asked how his team could beat would advance to the round Utah and Arkansas received all tournament lives against the legitimate "Cinderella'' team great games and a few 
Kentucky in his postgame of 32. From rhis point on, rhe rhey could handle Thursday likes of No. 12 and No. 13 (wirh exception of UCLA, shocking results. 
Freshman Donte Grantham (above, No. 15) and Jaron Blossomgame (top right, No. 5) will have to step up next season. 
Bright future for men's basketball? 
Ryan Flinn to be for the foreseeable disadvantages that Clemson one of those players can 
Columnist future. Basketball has basketball faces, I see some become a star next year, 
always been behind football opt1m1sm for the furure. this team has a chance to do 
It was a season of in all aspects, including The new facility upgrades some damage. 
disappointment and recruiting and facilities. on the way are much The new facilities 
unaccomplished goals for the While the present and future needed and should provide should be able to show 
Tiger basketball program. of the basketball program is a much-needed boost to the the full potential that the 
After exceeding everyone's still a little murky to others, basketball program. The current coaching staff 
expectations last year and I see a little bit of optimism talent coming in next year has recruiting wise. Brownell 
reaching the Final Four of for the future and see why as well as the young talent and company are good X 
the NIT, the Tigers took a basketball isn't performing on the roster should allow and O's coaches and great 
significant step back in the to the standards others want. the program to improve. in game strategists, but they 
20 I4-20 I 5 season. Clemson is not in What Clemson lacked this haven't shown that they can 
The setback wasn't a hot bed of high school past year compared to other consistently recruit well 
entirely unexpected, as basketball talent, which teams m the ACC was (even though they have had 
the Tigers had to deal puts the program at a that go-to star player that their hands tied). 
with replacing All-ACC disadvantage compared to opposing teams plan their The increased amount 
performer K.J. McDaniels, other schools in the ACC. game around and that the of support from Athletic 
who decided to forego his The facilities at Clemson coaching staff prepares their Director Dan Radakovich 
senior season and enter the right now aren't exactly what overall game plan around. and administration under 
NBA draft. After the late you can sell to recruits. Head Duke, UNC and Louisville new President Jim Clements 
season collapse, many are Coach Brad Brownell and all had a few of those types also should help the future 
questioning the current state staff have come under fire of players, and even FSU had of the program. Many are 
and future of the basketball recently for not recruiting that type of player in Xavier calling for Brownell to be 
program. Here are my up to standards even though Rathan-Mayes. Clemson fired. I personally am a 
thoughts on the current state recrumng has improved had that type of player last huge Brownell supporter, 
and future of the program. over the past few years. The year in McDaniels, but not as he has gotten the most 
It has always been the only thing to sell right now this season. At least one out of the limited talent 
case, and will continue to recruits is the success of player will have to take he has. Like many others, 
to be the case, for the McDaniels and the new that step next year, and the I will give him two 
basketball program to facilities on the way. Other most likely candidates to years to make 
live in the shadow of the than that, the coaching do that include freshman big dance before I think 
football program. Clemson staff is at a disadvantage Donte Grantham and the Clemson Athletic 
has always been a football recruiting wise. redshirt sophomore Jaron Department should consider 
school and will continue With all the Blossomgame. If at least making changes. 
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tlZE YOUR WARD 
r,Y: STU PENNEf>AKER, ASST. TIMEOUT EDITOR 
Another season, another 
wacky and wonderful 
fashion trend. Finally, it's a 
simple one. 
A capsule wardrobe is a 
great way to minimize your 
closet. You pick a number 
- mine's 42 - and allow 
only this number of items 
in your closet. This includes 
tops, bottoms, sweaters and 
jackets. You decide on your 
number, donate the things 
you never wear, put away 
anything out of season and 
wear only what's left for the 
next three months, readjusting 
with the next season. This is 
the first full week of spring, 
perfect timing for a new 
capsule wardrobe. 
It's easy to ignore trends 
and decide fashion is dull 
and irrelevant. We're firmly 
rooted in oversized t-shirt and 
exactly be on a "ring by 
spring" trajectory, don't beat 
yourself up. The seemingly 
pervasive idea that Clemson 
will be THE place where 
you'll find your other half 
can be pretty daunting; the 
barrage of directly post­
grad engagement pictures 
basically seem to scream, 
"Your matrimonial clock is 
ticking." My number one 
piece of advice to any college 
student, and especially 
any . Clemson kid, would 
obviously be to just let it 
go - trust chat life happens 
on its own time, and enjoy 
the time you have in this 
awesome place. However, 
the tempting idea of forever 
with a fellow Tiger can make 
one hold on to a flawed 
or unhappy, relationship 
for far longer than he or 
she should. 
There are certain 
aspects of unsuccessful 
relationships that we tend 
to ignore in favor of the 
idea of having a boyfriend 
or girlfriend or a consistent 
function date or even a 
person with really great hair. 
However, if your fledgling 
relationship with your new 
boo seems to feature a few of 
these deal breakers, maybe 
it's time to wave him or her 
Clemson Goodnight. 
YOUR BOO WON'T 
DTR 
sweatpants territory. We live in 
a bubble in which Lululemon 
is considered fancy. The rest 
of the world isn't quite so on 
board to accept this pajama­
esque look. You need - you 
want! - a little fashion in 
your life. 
Fourty-two sounds like 
a lot of clothing items, but 
it's tricky to decide what to 
get rid of, especially when 
Forever 21 exists and you have 
roughly 25 pairs ofleggings. It 
takes some thought, but once 
I minimized (capsulized? is 
that even a word?) my closet, 
getting dressed was easier and 
way more fun. 
To build your own, stare 
with a . base wardrobe: some 
neutral shirts, four bottoms, 
a sweater, jacket, two pairs of 
shoes and one to four dressier 
items. This only rotals 12 
items or so, leaving lots of 
creative freedom. This is how 
you realistically mold your 
capsule to fit your life. When 
I get stuck, I think about the 
highlights of my average day 
and what I want to feel and 
look like while living them. A 
capsule wardrobe isn't about 
rules. It's a way to think about 
how to express yourself by 
what you choose to put on 
your body. 
Picking out the base 
depends on the season. We're 
in luck - spring is easy. 
Finally swapping layers for 
lighter clothes makes this a fun 
season. After picking a base, 
add items that flt your style 
but as well as the temperature. 
"Extras" in my closet include 
light denim shores, white 
jeans, an open-backed, bright 
sundress and a light gray 
pullover. Consider buying 
something seasonal or asking 
your favorite fashionista for 
"hand-me-downs." There 
are more than a few things 
in my closet that my little 
(and admittedly cooler) sister 
gave me. 
I also bend rules. I love 
and hate living in the world 
of Nike and XL t-shirts. 
Nevertheless, "workout 
clothes" don't count as part 
of my 42. Also not included: 
formal items and jewelry. I still 
wear a happily hippy amount 
of rings, despite minimizing 
my closet. 
I didn't think it existed, 
but I've just about reached 
closet bliss. Carrie Bradshaw 
once said, "I want my money 
right where I can see it. 
Hanging in my closet." Carrie 
is a gorgeously clothed woman 
If you don't seem to Even ~ ~ ftpt,/U", !¥n{PY $fMf' Wrf/U-discussion. 
One of the scariest 
conversations that you'll 
ever have is the dreaded, 
"So, where is this going?" 
though it's terrifying 
to bring up the idea 
of a future, and 
devastating when 
your ideas about 
your relationship 
don't match 
up, it's pretty 
necessary - you 
have to be aware 
of each other's 
expectations. 
So, if your new 
fling avoids the 
conversation, 
consider it a red 
flag, because 
this means 
that if they 
don't see your 
relationship 
going the 
distance, they 
don't have 
the stones to 
say it. And 
if you want 
to be their 
boyfriend or 
girlfriend 
and they 
won't call 
you that, 
cut them 
loose. If 
you don't 
want the 
s a m e 
things, 
r
----::---:----------:-----------------e:s~t~ab:l~is~h~e:d~:what you choose 
Do 
to do (or not do) in 
the bedroom 
is a decision 
made by the 
one person who 
knows you the 
best you. 
Any person 
who makes you 
feel like your 
well-reasoned, 
personal choice is 
wrong, annoying,like. me? 
-
it's a waste of your time. 
along with your friends or 
introduce you to theirs,CAN'T COR WON'T) something is up. Your 
buddies are your supportHANG WITH THE system, and they want to like 
your new fling. Ultimately,FRIENDS your friends value your 
happiness above all else, and 
If your new girlfriend if they're celling you chat 
or boyfriend can't get they don't think that your 
SLUT COR NON­
SLUTJ SHAMING 
Let's get one thing 
new S.O. is good for you, 
they probably have a good 
reason. Similarly, if your 
new boo won't introduce 
you to his or her friends, 
they don't see you becoming 
a permanent fixture - get 
out fast. 
who could wear a garbage 
bag and look breathtaking. 
But frankly, her closet was a 
disastrous mess. I understand 
her sentiment, but I want 
to eat ·good food, satisfy my 
travel bug and support my 
diet coke habit. I want to 
splurge on experiences, not 
stuff chat gets crammed into 
closets. The capsule wardrobe 
might seem like another 
bizarre fad, but it's ingenious 
because less is more 
it's vogue. 
Having less in my 
little dorm is much less 
stress inducing. And being 
thoughtful about what I 
keep makes me love what I 
have. That awful, desperate, 
nothing-to-wear-everything­
is-ugly feeling gets tossed out 
with the rest of the stuff you 
don't need. 
immoral or 
unreasonable 
doesn't have your 
best interests at 
heart. No one 
should ever make 
you feel guilty for 
having sex, or for 
not having sex 
period. The end. 
ONCE A 
CHEATER ... 
People don't 
change. Or, more 
accurately, they 
do not change in a 
fundamental way. You 
wouldn't presume to 
be able to change a 
boyfriend or girlfriend's 
sense of humor, or their 
academic interests, or 
their eye color - why 
would you think that you 
could make them stop being 
a liar, or being manipulative, 
or leading you on? People 
are who they are, and when 
someone reveals themselves 
to you, believe them, 
because you will not be the 
The capsule wardrobe 
may be a trend. But it can 
also be a lifestyle change. 
Choosing to live minimally 
means buying less. Decreasing 
the consumption of goods, 
some of which are produced 
inhumanely, is a tiny step in 
a positive direction. Also, a 
life of less clutter means more 
space for renewal, mindfulness 
and experiences. Having less 
things means more room for 
the good stuff: life. 
'" WANT TRY OUT ACAPSULE 
WARDROBE THIS SPRING? 
DOES THE MINIMAL LIFESTYLE 
APPEAL TO YOU? WE WANT 
TO SEE! TAG US IN YOUR 
INSTAGRAM OOTD'S AND 
TWITTER PICTURES 
@THETIGERCU. 
person who makes them 
wake up one day and decide 
to be better. People have to 
want to change for their own 
good, and it's a waste of your 
time to try and force it. 
NO SUBSTANTIAL 
INTERESTS 
It's one thing to date 
someone who likes different 
movies, books, music 
or hobbies than you do. 
There's nothing wrong with 
opening yourself up to new 
experiences, perspectives 
and things to love - in 
fact, doing so is rather 
healthy. However, having no 
interests at all is a giant deal 
breaker. Someone who's just 
« • • • " not mto music or movies 
or "doesn't really know what 
they like" doesn't have much 
going on below the surface. 
Even if your S.O.'s tastes are 
wildly different from yours, 
at lease they have art, music, 
hobbies or movies that 
resonate with something 
deep inside them. Passionate 
people are sexy - don't 
settle for dull. 
"MANSANDALS," 
MOM JEANS AND 
GAMECOCKS 
Friends don't let friends 
date people who like any of 
the above. 
And you know what's 
not a deal breaker? Mutual 
respect, an ability to make 
each other laugh and caring 
for each other for the other's 
sake. Oh, and good hair. 
Really good hair never 
hurt anyone. 
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went above "conversation" with the late 1 adorable TV/ other seasons, 
beyond all rapper. The two talk about the movie buff Abed resulting in 
them. • "IJ" atred, racism, current state of America (it all (Danny Pudi), plots and 
"To Pimp • "THE Bl.ACKER THE BERRY" ypocrisy and still rings true over 20 later) insane Spanish characters 
a Butterfly" • "MORTAL MAN" struggles of self­ and Kendrick tells a second teacher rurned that feel tired 
is a dizzying worth - all of story revealing the significance , guard turned student Chang or should you just wait and bored ... and I only
masterpiece. which run rampant of the album's title. (Ken Jeong) and many more for the movie? laughed out loud twice. Even 
"Section.SO" has elements in our society today. Lamar's A play on Harper Lee's wild characters. In response to the the meta angle of the show, 
of jazz on a few tracks outrage finally boils over on the novel "To Kill a Mockingbird," Though it began as two-episode season opener, which once produced laughs
("Rigamortus," "Ab-Soul's fiery "The Blacker the Berry." "To Pimp a Butterfly" a typical sitcom, the show "Ladders" and "Lawnmower by pointing out flaws and 
Outro"), but "Butterfly'' is Lamar raps with the furious explores the relationship quickly evolved into something Maintenance and Postnatal inconsistencies of the show 
a funky jazz monster that outrage of a street pastor. between the caterpillar . and hugely different from anything Care," I would unfortunately itself and the world we live in, 
recalls Outkast or A Tribe "You hate me don't you?" he the butterfly. Society shuns on NBC, much less all of have to go with the latter. I is now just Abed pointing out 
Called Quest. One of my asks to no one and everyone. the caterpillar but glorifies television. Despite the first found myselflargely unamused how the show isn't as good as it . 
favorite tracks lase year was It's probably his most angry the butterfly for its beauty. season's sillier elements, such for most of the hour-long was before. 
Lamar's jazzy collaboration and upsetting performance to Yet, they're really one and a,s a paintball war of epic runtime, which isn't a good Although there is still 
with Flying Lotus, "Never date, and his rage is matched the same. I think his point is proportions, it wasn't until · thing for a comedy and very time for the season to be 
Catch Me," and many of by an impassioned hook from that numerous members of season two and three when disappointing for a show of salvaged, from this initial 
those ideas are revisited on Jamaican dancehall artist our society still look down the show got really weird - "Community's" caliber. premiere I personally don't 
"To Pimp a Butterfly." FlyLo Assassin (who also worked on African Americans until in the best way possible. From The first episode, feel like watching anymore. It's 
even produced album opener on Kanye West's "Yeezus"). they become butterflies. Many a wmbie outbreak to an epic "Ladders," picks up like far from terrible, but season 
"Wesley's Theory" (which Lamar may have preached people don't care about who battle involving blankets the cancellation had never six of "Community'' just feels 
also features frequent FlyLo self-love on "i" (which he these "caterpillars" really are and pillows, "Community'' happened. A forty year like the cast is being forced to 
collaborator Thundercat as released as a single last year), or where they come from essentially became a live action buildup of Frisbees on top fulfil their promise of a sixth 
well as Funk GAWD George but it's clear that he's having unless they can spit a hot c;artoon, with a strange-but­ of the school roof causes a season, throwing anything
Clinton).West Coast legend a hard time actually doing it. sixteen or throw down a crazy loving bond between the study massive collapse, forcing out there in order to get
Snoop Dogg drops by for a few Album standout "u" serves reverse windmill. It's a startling group, effortlessly moving the school to hire Francesca on to the movie, resulting in a 
verses on "Institutionalized," as the self-loathing, drunken revelation, and it kind of viewers from hilarity to tears Dart (Paget Brewster) to find boring and forgettable season. 
and Dre gives Kendrick a counterpart to "i" (a new makes all of these words I just within moments. money in Greendale's budget Let's just hope the movie 
phone call on the opener. Ron version that imitates a live wrote feel a little bit pointless. Nevertheless, the to repair it. The next episode, can bring back the original,
Isley and James Fauntleroy performance appears on the Kendrick didn't write this for aforementioned problems "Lawnmower Maintenance hilarious cast and provide a 
team up for "How Much a album). The two tracks are yin me. He wrote it for hinisel£ plaguing the series continued, and Postnatal Care," introduces finale the show truly deserves. 
Dollar Cost." Female rapper and yang, bur together they He wrote it for Pac. 
fop Yak fuesday 
To the guy who left his boxers on a I got a blank space baby and I' II write your+- lamppost by the library; you left your name (even though I did the entire groupboxers on a lamppost by the library. project) 
Flirting technique: looking at a cute ' 
person a few times and hope they are That's okay Eduroam, I wasn't actually going 
ballsier than you to start a conversation to be productive today anyhow. 
It's still syllabus week right? Compiled by: ANNA BLAKE KEELEY/TimeOut editor 
Cody Smoldt Rapsody spits an outstanding paint a picture of a man that is 
Contributor verse on "Complexion (A struggling to live out his own 
Zulu Love)," and soul singer message. 
Kendrick Lamar's last Bili! lends his pipes to what At the end of track three, 
album was subtitled "A Short seems like every track on here. "King Kunta," we hear these 
Film by Kendrick Lamar," The album has many words: "I remember you was 
and while that may sound voices, but one screams out conflicted, misusing your 
pretentious on the surface, the above all the others. If "good influence." This turns out to be 
rapper's coming-of-age story kid" told the story of Kendrick the beginning line of a poem 
on "good kid, mA.A.d city" the child, "Butterfly" tells the that is slowly revealed over the 
was a cinematic view of the story of Kendrick the man. course of the album, adding a 
Compton streets that shaped And his story is an angry one. few more lines here and there 
him into the artist he is today. When Kendrick as they relate to the music. It's 
Lamar's ambitious. follow-up previewed the album art for a bold and inventive concept 
"To Pimp a Butterfly" finally "To Pimp a Butterfly" the for a major label album, and 
landed on March 16, a week week leading up to its release, we finally get to hear the full 
ahead of its scheduled release it was clear that this was going poem on 12-minute album 
date. GKMC is one of my to be a politically charged closer "Mortal Man." As he 
favorite albums o•t.- ------~bum, but to call it finishes reading, we learn 
who he's been writing to -
expectations 
UST a political 
bum would 
e a disservice. 
e album deals 
o • "KINS KIINTA" 
Tupac. No, he's not back from 
were obvious! the dead; Kendrick simply 
high. Kendric spliced himself into a 1994 
an 
James Kidd along with pivotal cast inventor Elroy Patashnik 
Contributor members leaving and the firing (Keith David) as Dean Rash, 
' ofshow creator, Dan Harmon. who selfishly traps himself in a 
Since its creation, Despite his return in the fifth virtual reality machine. 
"Community'' has faced a lack season, the show was eventually While the members ofthe 
of viewership on its former cancelled. However, in this day study group never were the best 
network, NBC: However, and age of Netf!ix, everything of people, they always did the 
this speaks nothing about the has the chance to make a right thing in the end and were 
show's quality. Anyone tuning return, and "Community" is enjoyable to watch, but here 
in will find a fantastic and no different. Yahoo - which they act like spoiled children, 
hilariously bizarre series, based apparently still exists - picked attempting to sabotage 
around the antics of former up "Community'' for its own anything and anyone who try 
l~wyer Jeff Winger Ooel streaming service, which also to find good, logical solutions 
McHale). Theshowchronicles apparently exists. Will this to the various complications 
his attempt to navigate his sixth season be worth watching, in the episode. Worst of all, 
life at Greendale "Community" 
Community now feels 
College, alongside bland and 
the school's dean unmemorable. 
Oim Rash) , who The episodes 
has a disturbing completely 
qbsession with lack the wacky 
Winger and and upbeat 
D a lmatians, energy of the 
' 
It's a classic story, told The film was nominated for this very spot, the Prince was a young girl, her family (as well as a certain dark­ cruelly away with the death 
hundreds of times with three Oscars and won two shows up and a bit of clever was thrown out of its haired apprentice). Clara of her mother. Approximately 
infinite variations in almost Berlin International Film conversation on hi_s part has rural village in England and Iris become five years later, her father 
every culture: a young girl Festival Awards as well as one the poor girl believing he is when her mother friends, but a bad realizes that his daughter has 
escapes a life of squalor and Venice Film Festival Award in fact "the son of the cook of was accused of investment sends been too removed from any
servitude with the help of in 1951. the palace of the dook." witchcraft. the family back to source of motherly affection. 
handsome Prince Charming.· The Prince is played Seeking hard times. But Conveniently, the beautiful 
''%,_y~ by Michael Wilding, and s<urvival, wait! The Prince and newly widowed Lady Cinderella is played by Leslie h e r has returned. Tremaine (Cate Blanchette) 
Caron who was once known mother
~"(/.JS-.57 Refusing to hits the market. After 
as the "the girl with sparkling drags exploit her beauty the wedding, Ella's fatherReleased the day afrer 
The movie starts on the eyes" and was renowned for her for the sake of dies, and the now-grown­Valentine's, this movie 
day of the prince's arrival, her ability in classical dance. her stepmother,entailed over 10 years of up Ella (Lilly James) goes 
and the town is a bustle with Though nearly 50 years old, Clara bars herselfpreparation. The picture from being the center of her 
activity. We're introduced to this fllm is distinguished away in themarked Disney's return to father's universe to simply 
Cinderella, a scruffy, petite for the beauty of the ballet kitchen and Iris isfull-length feature films. The another moon in Jupiter's 
figure with a jet black pixie­ sequences through the piece forced to attend.story has all the bends of the orbit. In this case, Jupiter is 
cut and overlarge blue eyes, and is, all in all, a tale prettily In secret, however,classic fairy tale with none her Stepmother, all gnashingpresented in a musical and with help fromwho offers her help with theof the grime. Here there are teeth, vixen smiles and the 
festivities only to be snubbed comedic fashion. daughters Iris and the painter'sno doves sweeping lentils or most splendid femme fatale 
for it. Her character is best into a apprentice, Claraweeping over gravestones, 
where 
ensembles in every shade of 
described by the sardonic, all­ bustling attends to ball andinstead we have a troop of poisonous green. 
knowing narrator who says, city in the charms the Prince. Thecharmingly well-dressed Afrer one particularly
"It was the old story of the Netherlands next day, the Princevermin that risk being eaten trying day, Ella rides
rejected becoming all a local whisks Clara away, andin order to make Cinderella bareback into the woodsthe more rejected artist takes them :t seems that Iris willhappy. and runs into a stag beingin as an act of also have her happyThe movie incorporated pursued by a hunting party.charity. Eventually, ending. This movie
cutting edge technology After convincing the stagthe mother charms blurs the Cinderella-Princeintegrating layered to run away, she meets anher way into the heart of a Charming lines, adding depth harmonies for the first time 
"apprentice" with fantasticfor behaving badly because widowed merchant. Here in the form of revampedin a musical number, as well orthodontics and, in the span they were rejected." we are introduced to his secondary characters. as live action models acting of three minutes, he fallsIn this version, daughter, Clara - a spoiled,out about 90 percent of hopelessly in love with her. 
the scenes. Cinderella is prone to haughty, gorgeous Cinderella This has all the familiar 
Walt Disney said speaking her mind, even ~ho quarantines herself in turns of the story, jazzed up 
that his favorite animation resorting to mild fits of her house. As a young girl, with CGI and the nostalgic 
sequence was the one in violence. Her only refuge is Based on the novel In her new family, Iris Cinderella's life is a paradise, reincarnation of the 1950s 
which Cinderella's torn dress a quiet waterfall where she by Gregory Maguire (of is torn between her mother's nestled within the comforts version's musical score. Even 
is converted into a ball gown, meets a delightfully mad "Wicked" fame), the movie instructions to maintain of her 200-year-old country so, it is the No. I movie in 
because it signifies how old woman with klepto­ follows the life of an ugly gentility and the simple home, filled with fairies and America. And that wedding 
dreams really do come true. tendencies. A day later, in stepsister, Iris. When Iris charm of a painter's easel magic, The fantasy is ripped dress though ... 
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INDIVIDUAL LEASES 
ROOMMATE MATCHING 
PRIVATE BED AND BATH 
FULL SIZE WASHER/DRYER 
WALK-IN CLOSETS 
DISHWASHER 
CABLE & INTERNET 
WATER & SEWAGE 
24/7 CLUBHOUSE 
COMPUTER LAB 
FITNESS CENTER 
2 SWIMMING POOLS 
SAND VOLLEYBALL 
CONFERENCE ROOM 
CABANA 
BASKETBALL COURT 
FREE TANNING 
ON-CALL MAINTENANCE 
COURTESY PATROL 
RESIDENT EVENTS 
ON-SITE MANAGEMENT 
& MORE! 
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We invite you to come tour the available 
floor plans (2, 3 & 4 bedrooms) and amenities on property 
Leasing Gifts (gift cards & TVs ) 
Don't miss outl We are already 750/o for 
August 2015 
www.WoodlandsofClemson.com 
864-654-3004 
*Offernot valid onpreviouslysigned leases orrelets. Some 
restrictions mayapply. See leasing office for complete details. 
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MAYMESTER/SUMMER SESSIONS 2015 
ACCELERATE YOUR DEGREE PROGRAM. 
FOCUS ON TOUGHER COURSES. 
GRADUATE ON TIME. 
MORE THAN 300 COURSES WILL BE OFFERED THIS SUMMER, 
INCLUDING STUDY ABROAD AND ONLINE CLASSES, 
INDEPENDENT STUDIES AND INTERNSHIPS. 
843.953.4831 
SUMMER@COFC.EDU I GO.COFC.EDU/SUMMER 
CCOLLEGEQfHARLEST0N 
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AT CLEMSON 
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